
 

Suppose you're planning for the future and would like
to purchase a 23,000 car fouryears from now Your

bank offers a savings account offering 2.590 annual interest

compounded monthly How much shouldyou put away
in order to reach yourgoal
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Effects off Commpoundding
For what follows assume that wehave a presentvalue P and
an annual interest rate of390 t 1 year
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Let's look at various different n values
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We can notice a few things

As n of compounding increases so too does the

effective interest rate

While the effective interest rate increases it will not
increase without bound it'll eventually level off

This convergence is related to a very special constant

Thturnthitiateas
n increases no

Itt I 2.7182818285

e

Euler's number

Continuous Compound Interest
So if Itt changes into e when n is very large
we have 2 questions to answer

what effect does this have on our interest formula

When is this new formula valid



If interest is compounded continuously this means that
n is taken to be very large

Technically we're assuming that nos

as a limit
As we saw before the interest gained which is determined

by the effective interest rate increases as n increases

For example if all else is the same other than n

option b is unquestionably more desirable

OPTION A OPTION B
Presentvalue P 1,000 Presentvalue P 1,000

AnnualInterestrate r 2 AnnualInterestrate r 2

LengthofInvestment t tyear LengthofInvestment t 1year
Numberofcompounding n n 2 Numberofcompounding n n 365
in a year biannual in a year daily

This continuous compound interest value represents the
best upper bound on the growth of an investment
because of the rapid convergence of ith e this

limit often coincides with the interest for high n values

say compounding daily or every hour

FiniteCompound Interest ContinuousCompoundInterest
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Suppose 600 is invested for 7years at
490 interest Find futurevalue
Find effective interest rate

a if our bank compounds annually

F PCH E IT 60011 47
600 1.31593

600 I 31593

100 t 31.5970078600L

789.56

b if our bank compounds monthly

F PCI EM 600 H 0 184
600 1.3225139
600 I t 0.3225139

600 32.25 01 600

793.51

NoteDailycompound interest n 365 would
give 793.87



c If our bank compounds continuously

F Pert 60040.0417

60020.28

6004.3231298

600 I 0.3231298

600 32.3170 on 600

793.88

this is the upperbound on compoundinterest Meaning
Nomatter howmany times you

compound you'llneverget more than thisvalue

Limit
fÉi g the trending behavior of

monomaniaca function at a pot

Why
cuz some functions are very ugly
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What does f do at x 2
11

lyingfix o D We'll see how this concept

encodes information about f
in a preciseway

Consider the following
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Based on thegraph it'd be fair to
saythat glx trendstoward 3 as

x gets closer to 5

him go 3

It'shelpful to think of a limit as

Limit trending behavior of a fat
at a pt



Def
h

Let f be a function defined near x a We say that
the limit of fax at sea is LER provided that

If x is sufficiently closeto a then fix can be
made arbitrarily close to h

your outputs taxi gotta get close to h
whenever x is near a

Note f need not be defined at x a just on an

open set containing Xa

Notations If a limit exists we write

l im fix L
a

this is read as the limitof f as x goes to a

It maybe helpful to internally think of the limit notation
as

thisfunction
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Evaluating Limmittss 1st approach

Iso 2 4

think of limit as a guess for yvalue at a

based on surrounding info values

fix

point surrounding x 0

0.02 0.001 0.0003781

0.03 0.008 0.00007g

Plug into fix

fl 0.027 21 0.02 4 3.96

fl 0.0017 21 0.001 4 3.998

f 0.3 210.3 4 4.6

Based on this it would be fair
If fix 4

to guess that


